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TWO MASTER POTTER WORKSHOPS
WESLEY
ANDEREGG

Saturday, March 28
10 am ~ 4 pm
by Gary Guglielmino

JEFF OESTREICH
Saturday, February 7
10 am ~ 4 pm
by Connie Parham

Perfect Timing! We have anothMaster potter Jeffrey Oestreich is highly influer Master Potter Workshop, sponenced by legendary potter, Bernard Leach, to
sored jointly
whom he apprenticed from 1969 to 1971. As
b y Wa l n u t
a result, Jeff throws functional pottery, which
Creek Civic
he alters using a variety of techniques. The
Arts and our
majority of this workshop will involve functional
own Clay
forms relating to drinking and serving of tea and
Arts Guild,
food. Expect to see wheel-thrown pieces that
on Saturday, are faceted, cut and joined, as well as darting and ribbing techniques.
March 28th.
The central theme in Oestreich’s work is geometric detail in the Art
PLEASE take a moment and Deco style. He prefers soda or salt firing, using a contemporary vercheck out the website of Wesley sion of a 16th century German process where a sodium compound
Anderegg, the very talented and is introduced to the kiln at 2300 degree (cone 10). It is this element
rather famous artist who will be of risk that drives his work. He will also present a slide show, tracing
the star of our March Master Pot- pottery-making over 45 years, and discuss what it takes to be a selfter Workshop. He is the perfect sustaining potter in modern times.
antidote for that certain “je ne sais
quoi” feeling that starts to show Don’t miss this opportunity to learn from a master potter in our Walnut
up, like sap in a Vermont maple Creek studio, or you will have to fly to Italy for his course in June,
tree, in the minds of most of us 2015 at La Meridiana in Certaldo. One of the many benefits of being
in springtime. His
a member of CAG is the opportunity to attend workshops at reduced
sculptures are inrates. The workshop is sponsored by Clay
teresting, playful
Arts Guild and Trax Gallery. The CAG
and creative. To
membership discounted fee is $53 instead
me they seem
of $93 for the public and includes a catered
very lighthearted
lunch by Sunrise Bistro.
and fun! The design, construcSign up at the Shadelands Art Center or
tion and decoratelephone (925) 943-5858 and ask for
continued on page 3
Class #27343.
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Message from the Prez...
Happy 2015 to Everyone!
I am looking forward to big things at the studio this
year. We have Master Potter Workshops to look
forward to, and the ice rink is moving out a little
earlier, so we can park easier. I think everyone has
settled in with the changes around the studio and looking forward to
more of what Gregory Byard has to offer us. We will also see new
Studio Techs around the studio. They will help with the loading and
unloading of the kilns as well as making sure the glaze buckets are
filled and such.
The Holiday Sale was a success for some and not so much for others.
It depended on which room they were assigned and if they were in
attendance, hawking their works. It was one of the most successful
overall of all sales so far in monetary measures. That helps the Clay
Arts Guild’s bottom line. It looks as though we are on our own for the
Spring Sale at the Studio. Civic Arts will not be holding a Spring Sale
and there may be discussions with some of the CAE artists to find
some venue for them to sell. I will keep you posted.
Remember, you can participate in our Pop-Up Sales right outside the
studio when they are scheduled. Talk about the first one is underway,
and I will send a message out to you for participation. We have averaged $500 sold every day we hold a sale outside the studio, so if
you have not participated in a sale yet, it would be a good way to get
your feet wet (CAG keeps 10% of Pop-Up Sales). Just as a reminder,
selling under the CAG/CAE umbrella avoids having to get your own
business and resale license. Selling at other venues would force all
sellers to have all their business/sales documents up to date.
I won’t see you around Open Studio this session, but I am taking an
evening class. I have completed my home studio and will be working on home production in cone 5. I will drop by now and then just to
keep the monitors on their toes.
B

RO

Visit our website:

Parking Stickers

www.clayartsguild.com

See the latest Kiln’ Times in full color!

CAG OPEN STUDIO
HOURS
Mon....................4 - 7 pm
Tue .....................4 - 7 pm
Wed..................12 - 4 pm
Thur..................No Open Studio
Fri....................12 - 7 pm
Sat ...................12 - 7 pm
Sun.....................1 - 7 pm

Parking stickers for the year 2015 are now available to all
students in the clay classes and can be picked up at the
Community Center across the park. These stickers are
good from January 1 until December 31, 2015. The
parking lot is checked often, and you will be issued an
expensive ticket if you park over three hours without a posted sticker.
AND WORD TO THE WISE... Avoid straddling the parking lines
when you park. They give out tickets for that violation as well...
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ANDEREGG continued from front page

and wanted. Pregnant
tion of his pieces will be really interesting to explore, women and animals
and he sounds as if his personal story will also be were the hot topics of
an education for us. No one will leave the workshop the day. I think of my
without a fresh perspective, plenty of energy, and work much the same
lots of ideas!
way. Though the topics may be different I
As he was quoted from Ceramics Now, “I have feel a link to those old
always been a people watcher. In the first grade I people sitting around
did not play with the other kids. I stood back and playing with this beautiwatched. And I have been watching ever since. I fully plastic material.”
watch what people do and imagine what they might
like to do.
Again, check out his
work. Totally cool! Get
Life and society are such that we cannot always out those calendars,
say and do what we like. However, in the imaginary and perhaps sign up sooner rather than later!
world in which my ceramic people live, they can.
WESLEY ANDEREGG
Saturday, March 28
10 am ~ 4 pm

At the dawn of mankind, primitive peoples fashioned
clay objects. They sculpted about what they knew

		

Drink This!

traditional. This year Gregory Bayard, our
new Studio Manager, will judge the contest. In
addition to his impressive educational
By Beryl Snyder
background and professional experience,
Gregory’s work has been selected and shown
HEADS UP! It’s time for another contest in many galleries, including Walnut Creek’s
Drink This! is the theme of the 2015 CAG Clay Bedford Gallery.
Contest.
The contest will be held on Saturday afternoon,
As you start your work this session plan to March 7 at the studio. Plan to have your work
participate in the annual CAG Clay contest. Ask ready to submit on Friday, March 6. Two entries
your instructors to assist you! It is a fun event are allowed per person and pieces should be
where every student, beginning to experienced, recent, made approximately during the past
can share his or her work and get input from a two years. Entry forms will be in the library the
professional potter.
latter part of February.
The theme this year is the cup in all forms,
functional, sculptural, traditional and non-

This is the twelfth year for this fun event; plan
on participating!
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Roger Yee – Thank You!
On November 20, 2014, The Clay Arts Guild had
a Thank You Party for Roger Yee, hosted in their
home by Allan and Karen Horn. Considering the
party took place at the end of November, it was
an extraordinarily beautiful, sunny, and temperate day. We were able to spend time outdoors and
many commented on Karen’s ceramic Statue of
Liberty and California Wildlife Totem Pole. Thanks
to the gathering, you should not be surprised if you
see several people making slab ceramic dishes,
as Karen had quite a collection to inspire them.
Rita & Roger Yee, with Karen and her husband, Allan Horn on either side

The cuisine was quite eclectic and extensive, with
everyone contributing to the menu. This enhanced
the communal spirit of the event and ensured that
no one went home hungry. In addition, Mary Leigh
Miller brought white wines from her Moraga vineyard and Allan Horn provided red wines and beers
on tap from his home winery and brewery. As we
all know, CAG members are not limited in their talents both within and beyond the studio!

group, we clean up very nicely and are a very attractive and lively crowd. The consensus of the
group was that we should have these sorts of gettogethers more often.
Connie Parham diligently took photographs of
the event and plans to create an album for Roger.
On behalf of the Clay Arts Guild, Ann Henderson
thanked Roger for his years of dedication, leadership and mentoring at Civic Arts. She presented
him with the proceeds from the silent auction of his
works that was held earlier that month in the Clay
Arts Studio. Thank you to all who contributed to
the auction and who made donations. Roger was
moved by your generosity. He made a touching and
heartfelt speech, spoke of his long history at Clay
Arts, and thanked everyone for their support and
friendship over the years. He collected contact information from everyone in order to keep in touch
and to keep us abreast of his
future endeavors.

Roger and his wife Rita were thrilled and touched
by the great turnout, with over 50 people attending. It was great to see Roger and his wife enjoying the afternoon, sharing ceramic and life stories, and enjoying a beautiful Northern California
Sunday afternoon. While CAG members may see
each other often in the Studio, being together in a
more intimate setting, without clay-soaked clothes
and hands, and clay projects to attend to, gave everyone an enhanced opportunity to socialize. As a

Despite having a great time,
the event ended on a bittersweet note, knowing that an
era had truly passed. We
wish Roger and Rita the very
best in their future pursuits!

The big spread in the Horn’s
kitchen
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The 2014 Holiday Sale is Now History
people and foot traffic. Sales were higher in 2014
than 2013 and CAG sales increased by 17%. The
silent auction of donated artist work raised a nice
sum for the Friends of the Arts who will use the
money for scholarships for CAE classes.

This year was the first year that all Civic Arts Education (CAE) artist work was sold in one location, the
Shadelands Art Center. After the sale, the folks who
worked on it met to debrief the results and review
feedback from the artists. The full debrief is posted
on the bulletin board at the studio. The CAG Board
is looking for folks interested in participating in
the planning for 2015. Anyone interested please
contact Rob Savre.

It is a concern that the sales in the dance studio
were significantly lower than sales in the auditorium
and lobby. The planning team will address the
layout of the entire event with the goal of increasing traffic to all areas, improving signage and the
checkout process with the goal of increasing sales
and artist and customer satisfaction.

Overall it was a positive start for a combined sale, but
there are opportunities for improvement next year.
As expected, the parking situation was much better than at the studio and that translated into more

				

HOLIDAY SALES RESULTS

2014

2013

Total # of tables				
Total Sales + taxes charged		
Average sales per table			

111		
$59,231.54
$533.62

94
$52,035.94
$553.57

Total # of CAG tables			
Total CAG sales				
Average CAG sales per table		

46		
$19,416.00
$422.09

49
$16,575.00
$338.27

Total # of CAE tables			
Total CAE sales				
Average CAE sales per table		

65		
$33,056.00
$508.55

45
$35,460.94
$788.02

By Beryl Snyder

Dance Studio set-up
(top & middle photos)

# of tables in dance studio			
38
		
Total sales in dance studio			
$12,721.00
Average sales per table - dance studio $334.76
# of tables in auditorium			
60
Total sales in auditorium			
$33,922.00
Average sales per table - auditorium $565.37
# of tables in lobby				
Total sales in lobby				
Average sales per table in lobby

13
$5,829.00
$448.38

# of artists in total				
# of artists who sold nothing		
# of artists who sold over $500		

105
9
33

June Bowen’s table
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Library Notes &
Book Review

Slasher Loose
in the Clay
Studio!

By Aletha Wiens

The Potter’s Guide
to Handbuilding

by Josie Warshaw,
photos by Stephen Brayne
This book has been donated to the library, and is a detailed look at all sorts
of mold-made and hand-made pieces.
It feels like the author is talking at top
speed because of the book’s small type, lots of small color pictures,
no wasting time or space. One two-page spread has photographs of
28 pieces of equipment for glaze and decoration, including lino cutting equipment. So simple; you don’t like the 3-d patterns on offer,
you go to the flooring store and buy some linoleum tile and cut the
pattern you want. Duh! First book I’ve seen this in.
I picked up pieces of information throughout the book. Picture frames
might be fun to use for plaster press molds; I can think of one I might
bring in to try. Using a paintbrush handle as a mold for a tube seems
a good idea; I have several paintbrushes with plastic handles in my
tool box. Making half of a coil-built pot and then turning it over to
coil and close the bottom is illustrated with eighteen pictures, giving
a good feel for the technique and the size of the coils. Sometimes
hand-building seems to be all about supports, and the author is careful to discuss paper clay, the support
possibilities of leather hard clay, and
firing bisque ware with external clay
supports.
The work in the books is amazing, a
nice combination of the wacky, the raku,
and the traditional—a sprigged vase,
aw! A raku squirrel teapot, heh!

The usually peaceful clay
studio with potters deeply
focused on their work has
been shaken with a number
of mysterious slayings.
The peaceful atmosphere
is shattered when an artist
comes upon the slaughtered
remains. The once beautiful
rectangular sponges with
their soft rounded corners
have been hacked to death,
slashed wantonly, leaving
small useless bits and pieces
scattered about, and other
parts missing.

Beware! There’s a murderer
in our midst.
Let it be known that small
rounded throwing sponges
are available for purchase
in the clay room for 50¢. The
Guild will even accept IOUs
if you are desperate.

Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.
											Scott Adams
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Grape Vine
Tea Pot Handles
by Kathleen Jensen

Kathleen has earned a free
bag of clay for writing about
this Hot Tip. She, of course,
first tried it and as a bonus,
took the accompanying
photos.
You, too, can earn a bag of
clay. You can hear or find this
hot tip anywhere, but if you
heard if from someone else or
read it somewhere, it is nice
to give credit to the source.
Email your Hot Tip to Ann
Hendersen:
annadele@comcast.net

More Tips from
bigceramicstore.com

Make a jig using scrap wood and finish
(headless) nails. Draw an arc that will be a
typical size for your teapots. I have drawn a
small and large arc. Line both sides of the
arc with the finish nails (top and base of arc)
so you have a channel for the vines to rest
in. The taller the nails, the more handles you
can bend and make at one time.
Cut vines that have enough thickness to
support your teapot (1/2”-1”) or several
that you can bundle and use together.
Cut the vines that still have some flex in
them-maybe even ones that are already
bent. Vines should be 14-20” long. Trim
off all nubs and extra shoots as close to
the main vine as possible.
Start easing the vine into an arc shape
moving your hands along the vine and
slightly bending. If a vine is too stiff, you
can soak it in a tub of water for a few
days (no longer) and then bend it. As
soon as you can ease the vine into the
channel, do so, pushing it as far down
toward the board as possible (other
vines can be eased on top of this so
you have multiple handles).

• To keep tiles and other pieces of
clay flat as they dry, sandwich them
between pieces of drywall. You can
stack many layers this way.

• Make slabs in advance and keep
them wet for ages in Styrofoam
coolers. If they start to dry out,
throw a wet towel over them.
If you don’t want to build a jig, you can look for vines that already
have an arc in them; cut and hold the arc using rubber bands or tied
• When carving into leather hard clay, string. Sometimes unusual
first cover the surface with Saran shapes lend themselves to
Wrap. You can draw your pattern handles. Watch out for too
on it with a marker. And when you many nubs on the top of the
carve there will be no burrs.
arc where your hand grabs
the handle. Trim the ends
• When cutting clay pieces, first and wrap with raffia.
dip your knife in vegetable oil so it
glides right through the clay. WD40
works also, but has a chemical
smell. Both will burn off in the kiln.
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Meet JESSIDA BRUSKY,
New CAE Ceramics Assistant
By Ann Henderson

work here, and she was delighted to hear that taking
one free class was a perk of her job; she does plan
to eventually take advantage of that.

Born and raised in Walnut
Creek, Jessica Brusky,
CAE’s new Ceramics Assistant, has a broad
experience with clay. It all began in her ceramics
classes at Northgate High School. Jessica is now
in her last semester at San Francisco State to earn
her ceramics masters degree, after having just
arrived home from a year’s study at the Accademia
di Belle Arti di Firenze (Academy of Fine Arts of
Florence in Tuscany, in central Italy). While there,
she did some work with carving marble, but mostly
clay sculpture, and her work was accepted into the
Florence Biannale, an important international venue
for select career artists to exhibit their work. She
left her two largest works in Italy, because shipping
them home was prohibitive.

Jessica comes from a large extended family; most
live in the Bay Area. Her parents, an older sister
and two younger brothers live in Walnut Creek, her
grandparents live in a big home in San Francisco,
and she has many close cousins who often gather
at her grandparents’ home.
Ceramics is not her only art interest. She has also
done a variety of printmaking: lithography, monotype,
Linocut and more, and she is very interested in
jewelry. One of her prints called Peaceful Kingdom
was in a juried exhibition at the Bedford Gallery. A
favorite hobby is cooking; this helps her unwind from
her studies. Charlie helps her unwind as well, Charlie
being a Green-Cheeked conure parrot.

Jessica likes all forms of
clay: sculpture, wheelwork, hand building,
Welcome to the Walnut Creek Clay Arts Studio,
functional and decorative,
Jessica! Check the CAG exhibit case in the studio
but plans to focus primarily
to see some of Jessica’s work.
on combinations of thrown
pieces with hand-built and
sculpted aspects. She is
particularly interested in
salt and Raku firing and is
ecstatic about working in
this studio. She has lived
here all her life, not all that
far from Broadway and Civic, but she had never
heard of our clay arts studio. It was her boyfriend
who saw the job opening information posted online
and let her know about it that brought her here. The
timing couldn’t have been more perfect in that she
just started back at SF State for her final semester
and was looking for part-time work to help defray
her education costs.
She has lots of experience loading, unloading and
firing kilns and certainly isn’t a stranger to mixing
glazes or cleaning ceramics studios. She is looking
forward to meeting the students and teachers who
8

Dates of Importance
WINTER:
• Jeff Oestreich Workshop 2/7/15
• Spring Registration begins
2/17/15
• Winter Classes End 3/21/15
• Wesley Anderegg Workshop
3/28/15
SPRING:
• Spring Classes Begin 4/6/15
• CCACA/Davis Conference
5/1-5/3
• Summer Registration begins
5/4/15
• Spring Classes end 6/13/15

Message from the Yard
Glazes: Three celadon glazes are being tested
at Cone 10 reduction; one blue and two green.
Under the advice from a celadon expert, I will be
purchasing yellow iron oxide instead of yellow
ochre for these tests (present results prove the
needed change). We received a hydrometer from Jim Newton, which
will help make sure the glazes don’t get too thick or thin within their
designated buckets. Also, all Cone 10 glazes were tested in reduction and oxidation, giving all studio users a visual of the differences
in the two firing cycles/techniques; I will always strive to yield bright
reds, blues, and greens in our reduction kilns.

Workshops:
• Jeff Oestreich’s Master Potter’s series will be Feb. 7th from 10am4pm; he will also have an opening at Trax gallery, following the workshop, from 5-7 pm. Come see this great potter!
SUMMER:
• Wesley Anderegg’s Master Potter’s workshop will be March 28th
• Summer Classes Begin 6/22/15 from 10am-4pm. Come see this great sculptor!
• Summer Classes End 8/15/15
• Two week Summer Intensive Tweet: We can still tweet via twitter. I will be continuing to announce
classes: 8/17-8/27
all activities in the studio: firings, glazes, new equipment, repairs, etc.
See the CAG website to follow and tweet!
NO CLASSES:
Now through late Summer
Parking: Remember there are parking spaces across the bridge,
• 1/17-1/19 (MLK holiday)
next to the open softball field. Directions from studio: Left on Civic;
• 2/7 (Master Potter Workshop) Left on Broadway; Left on Lincoln; Left on Carmel; drive to the end
• 2/14-2/16 (Pres.Day)
of Carmel and go left into the field’s parking lot. (Thanks Clarice!!) I
• 3/28 (Master Potter Workshop) will post new developments on parking on Twitter, when they emerge.
• 5/25 (Memorial Day)
• 7/3-7/5 (4th of July)
Davis: I was able to secure a spot for our studio in the Davis conference in Davis, CA this late spring. I will be working with all instructors
to find a select group of students to display their work at this event.
Hopefully, as we make a presence at Davis, we’ll be able to select a
larger group of students. Exciting!
CAG OPEN

STUDIO HOURS

Mon		
Tue		
Wed		
Thur		
Fri		
Sat		
Sun		

4 - 7 pm
4 - 7 pm
12 - 4 pm
No Open Studio
12 - 7 pm
12 - 7 pm
1 - 7 pm

New Kiln: The new electric kiln that CAG purchased will be online for
the winter quarter. It is in house; we’re just waiting on our electrician
to run the wiring. Yay!
New Ceramics Assistant: Jessica Brusky is our new Ceramics Assistant. Read Ann Henderson’s interview of her (page 8). Please welcome
Jessica with open arms and don’t hesitate to ask her any questions.
Remember: Let’s always leave the studio cleaner than we found it; this
will ensure that we remain the studio beacon for Bay Area Ceramics!
						Namaste, Gregory
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What’s Happening in the Clay World
Art Classes:

Call for Entries:

Ecoart Matters: a class
incorporating art, ecology,
environmental & social justice
issues. Laney Art Center, 1/205/20

California Now: accepting clay,
glass and/or enamel art works.
Hosted by the Richmond Art Center.
Up to three entries per artist.
Deadline, 2/1/15. Applications
http://richmondartcenter.org/
Artist as Citizen: Introduction call-for-artists/, Questions:
to community-based art practice CaliforniaNowShow@gmail.com
that combines community,
social justice, environment and
collaboration. Berkeley City
College 1/21-5/21.

Galleries
Tr a x G a l l e r y, B e r k e l e y :
Juxtaposed Connections
with Jeff Oestreich and Missy
McCormick, 2/4-3/9/2015,
Reception 2/7/15.
Lafayette Art Gallery: Voyages,
until 2/28/2015, reception 2/13,
5:30-7:30PM

CLAYARTSGUILD
City of Walnut Creek
111 N. Wiget Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to: www.clayartsguild.com
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